
Fircosoft keeps our customers one 
step ahead in Watchlist Filtering.
In recent years, the global sanctions landscape has become significantly  
more volatile and complex. Recent developments – including increased 
scrutiny around terrorist financing – demand even greater attention.

The Firco Filter incorporates over 20 years of 
technical expertise in the industry, supported 
by the largest professional team in the world 
dedicated to filtering. The unique filtering 
technology provides world-class screening in 
highly configurable solutions. Customers are 
able to reflect compliance policy by finely tuning 
these solutions and can meet specific operational 
requirements to limit false alerts and enable 
excellence in compliance operations.

This latest release of the Firco Filter continues 
to improve the data quality processes during 
screening to reduce false positive hits.

So, what is it about Fircosoft’s 

filtering approach that makes it so unique?

The filter has an array of settings that permit 
customers to increase the accuracy of hits by 
using a suitable configuration for their needs. 
It offers business-driven tools, which are user-
defined, thus providing the client with a filter

that is all the more customisable and configurable 
for their needs. Additionally the system prioritises 
high-risk hits based on user-configured risk scores. 
It functions upon an efficient balance between 
detecting all relevant hits, reducing false positive 
hits and prioritising high-risk hits.

New Features

The new Firco Filter 5.8 includes enhancements 
to the current, valued system and will importantly 
provide customers with improved outcomes in 
managing client screening. Keeping you up to  
date incurs no upfront cost as the new features  
are covered under the annual maintenance fee.

Helps them manage the significant 
complexity in sanctions screening.

Is sophisticated enough to effectively 
screen high transaction volumes  
and customers against Watchlists  
and sanctions globally.

How can Firco help? 

Customers need a solution that

“This latest release of the Firco Filter continues 
to improve the data quality processes during 
screening to reduce false positive hits.”

Cerise Philips, Firco Filter Product Manager.
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One of the key additions in Firco Filter 5.8 
is Comparison Mode. This provides the ability
to leverage key information about individuals by 
automatically discounting fuzzy false positive 
hits when there is no supporting match  
against DOB, POB or nationality.

The update also incorporates Normalised 

Watchlist fields to standardise geographical
locations (i.e. place of birth or nationality) and 
to prevent unwanted alerts against bad quality 
identity codes (i.e. passport or national ID).



To define future roadmap and prioritize 
functionality for Firco Filter, we continually engage 
with customers to understand market challenges 
and needs, as well as carrying out collaborative 
design with clients and pilot programs.

Firco Filter is a leader in transparency; with 
the ability to review and audit filter settings. 
Customers have the ability to trace lists with 
rules and exceptions applied, to always be  
aware of how hits were excluded.

Firco Filter 5.8 helps keep our customers  
one step ahead in managing the significant 
complexities in todays’ Watchlist Filtering.

Symmetry Mode is another key feature,
a configurable automatic suppression of hit 
based on position and presence of words around  
the comma in the data and list. First name 
detection has also been stepped up, enabling 
Firco Filter to easily identify first and last names. 
This will avoid false positives on common names 
that could be first or last name and also reduce 
dependency on the Resources file.

Firco Filter 5.8 also includes new algorithm to 
control use of name synonyms with initials for 
filtering and business-rules application, if the 
complete name is available on watchlist data. It will 
reduce the noise of matching against initials.

Overall, the new Firco Filter has many strengths. 
We can recognise it for its intelligence, with its 
intuitive application of fuzzy filtering logic that it 
uses while considering complementary information 
such as geographic information or information 
about individuals. This intelligence is also 
demonstrated by its advanced language support.

Multi alphabet support

The filter automatically increases the searching 
scope of the customer’s list via multi-alphabet 
support, transliteration and geographical 
enrichment for embargoes. Its advanced 
language support interprets a range of scripts, 
transcribing non-latin alphabets into latin 
alphabet as well as carrying out LATIN vs 
LATIN matching after transliteration from 
other alphabets. It uses fuzzy matching logic for 
its available languages: Cyrillic, Greek, Japanese, 
Chinese and Arabic. The multi alphabet system 
is capable of filtering any language or alphabet 
against itself with no fuzzy matching logic.

Maximum performance

There is also immense strength in its 
performance, through 24/7 real-time filtering 
of any data on multiple platforms. It has an 
exceptional throughput – processing millions  
of transactions every hour.

The flexibility of Firco Filter is also second 
to none – it possesses scalable architecture to 
process large volumes of data. The ability to adapt 
filter settings and algorithms to the customer’s 
business needs is also a key factor.
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“The flexibility of Firco Filter 
is also second to none”
Cerise Philips, Firco Filter Product Manager.

To find out more please contact your 
Accuity account manager. 




